Response inhibition results in the emotional devaluation of faces: neural correlates as revealed by fMRI
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Although it is well established that prior experience with faces determines their subsequent social-emotional evaluation, recent work shows that top-down inhibitory mechanisms, including response inhibition, can lead to social devaluation after even a single, brief exposure. These rapidly induced effects indicate interplay among perceptual, attentional, response-selection and social-emotional networks; yet, the brain mechanisms underlying this are not well understood. This study used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate the neural mechanism mediating the relationship between inhibitory control and emotional devaluation. Participants performed two tasks: (i) a Go/No-Go task in response to faces and (ii) a trustworthiness rating task involving the previously seen faces. No-Go faces were rated as significantly less trustworthy than Go faces. By examining brain activations during Task 1, behavioral measures and brain activations obtained in Task 2 could be predicted. Specifically, activity in brain areas during Task 1 associated with (i) executive control and response suppression (i.e. lateral prefrontal cortex) and (ii) affective responses and value representation (i.e. orbitofrontal cortex), systematically covaried with behavioral ratings and amygdala activity obtained during Task 2. The present findings offer insights into the neural mechanisms linking inhibitory processes to affective responses.
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INTRODUCTION

Coordination between cognition and emotion is necessary to guide perception and action. Indeed, converging evidence indicates that the systems subserving cognitive and emotional processes are integrated and interact strongly in the brain (Pessoa, 2008). Consistent with this perspective, there is now substantial evidence that emotionally salient stimuli modulate selective attention (Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Armony and Dolan, 2002; Pessoa et al., 2002) and response inhibition (Shafrritz et al., 2006; Goldstein et al., 2007). Interestingly, the possibility of a reciprocal effect, that is, whether these cognitive processes also influence emotional responses, has also been demonstrated (see Raymond, 2009 for a review). Raymond et al. (2003) showed that selectively ignoring a distracting stimulus during a simple visual selection task produces an affective devaluation of those stimuli relative to previously attended stimuli. Raymond et al. (2003) proposed that the links between attentional inhibition and distractor stimuli are established during visual selection, stored, and then later reinstated, leading to more negative affective judgments. Behavioral (Fenske et al., 2004, 2005; Raymond et al., 2005; Veling et al., 2007; Griffiths and Mitchell, 2008; Goolsby et al., 2009a,b) and electrophysiological studies (Kiss et al., 2007, 2008) have consistently replicated this effect of attention on emotional evaluation using different experimental tasks and stimuli, and have provided evidence that distractor devaluation is specifically mediated by inhibition applied to distractors.

Importantly, behavioral evidence has revealed that these emotional devaluation effects can also arise from other types of top-down inhibitory mechanisms, such as response inhibition (Fenske et al., 2005). Using event-related potentials in a task combining Go/No-Go response contingencies followed by emotional evaluation, Kiss et al. (2008) found that a frontal electrophysiological correlate of response inhibition (No-Go N2 potential) covaried with the subsequent emotional evaluation of stimuli. The No-Go N2 recorded over frontocentral sites was larger in response to faces that later received a low trustworthiness rating as compared to faces that later received a more positive rating. This pattern of results supports the hypothesis that the efficiency of response...
inhibition triggered by individual No-Go faces has a systematic impact on their subsequent emotional evaluation. Based on these findings, Kiss et al. (2008) proposed that the strength of cortical response inhibition mediated by medial prefrontal areas involved in top-down motor control directly determines subsequent affective evaluation of stimuli. Furthermore, they proposed that the mechanism linking inhibitory processes to affective evaluation could rely on brain areas mediating the encoding of the value of stimuli (i.e. amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex), by which the inhibitory signals associated with the representation of faces would be used to reduce the value code associated with those faces, resulting in their emotional devaluation when reencountered (see also Fragopanagos et al., 2009).

To test these hypotheses, and to investigate the neural mechanisms mediating the relationship between top-down inhibitory control and emotional devaluation, we carried out an event-related functional magnetic-resonance imaging (fMRI) study using a similar paradigm as Kiss et al. (2008). Participants performed two tasks: in Task 1 they performed a series of manual Go/No-Go trials in response to novel Asian and Caucasian faces (with race determining Go or No-Go status). Then in Task 2, they provided trustworthiness ratings for each face seen in the previous Go/No-Go task. Ratings for faces previously seen as Go faces were compared to those presented as No-Go faces. Of specific interest here were the brain events surrounding the presentation of No-Go faces that were rated positively vs. those rated negatively. Like Kiss et al. we divided trials in the first task into two categories based on the evaluative ratings obtained in the second task. Specifically, we contrasted activations to No-Go faces (i.e. faces associated with response inhibition in Task 1) that were subsequently given low (negative) ratings (referred to here as No-Go-Low-Trust) vs. high ratings (referred to here as No-Go-High-Trust) on Task 2.

Based on previous work, the following predictions were made. First, if differential activation of areas involved in top-down motor control is directly associated with subsequent social-emotional devaluation, then: (i) Faces associated with response inhibition (No-Go faces) should be rated as less trustworthy than faces associated with a manual response (Go faces), (ii) during Task 1, activation in motor-control areas (reflecting response suppression) should be larger for No-Go-Low-Trust trials than for No-Go-High-Trust trials, and (iii) in Task 2, a contrast between No-Go-Low-Trust faces and No-Go-High-Trust faces should reveal differential activation in areas involved in evaluation of trustworthiness of faces, such as the amygdala (Winston et al., 2002; Engell et al., 2007; see Todorov, 2008 for a review).

Secondly, based on the hypothesis that the mechanisms linking inhibitory processes and emotional evaluation rely on brain areas involved in value encoding, we specifically interrogated the role of the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), an area thought to play an important role in the interface between emotion and cognition (Pessoa, 2008; Rolls and Grabenhorst, 2008), in mediating the emotional consequences of inhibitory top-down control. Brain-imaging, lesion and neurophysiology research have implicated the OFC in both inhibitory control, including inhibition of inappropriate responses (Elliott and Dolan, 1999; Nobre et al., 1999; Horn et al., 2003; see Elliott et al., 2000 for a review), and in different aspects of emotional behavior such as the representation of affective value of stimuli and in using value to influence subsequent behavior (Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004; Rolls and Grabenhorst, 2008) as well as in social and emotional responses to faces (Rolls, 2007). We predicted that if the OFC mediates the emotional consequences of inhibitory control, OFC responses during the Go/No-Go task should be larger to No-Go faces subsequently rated as less trustworthy (No-Go-Low-Trust trials) than to No-Go faces with higher trustworthiness ratings (No-Go-High-Trust trials). Importantly, if this differential activation represents value signals that are mediating the affective response to these faces when they are reencountered, then this pattern of OFC activity should also be present during the evaluation task, when the emotional judgment of these faces is required.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participants**

Twelve healthy volunteer participants (8 females; age range 20–31) were recruited among students and staff at the University of Oxford. All were right handed and Caucasian, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants gave written informed consent and were paid for their time. The study protocol was approved by the local ethics committee.

**Behavioral task**

**Stimuli**

Stimuli consisted of 160 colored face images (headshots, frontal views, gaze direction was directly forward) of young adults collected from five different databases [AR Face Database (Martinez and Benavente, 1998); Caltech Frontal Face Dataset, 1999; Georgia Tech Face Database, 1999; Asian Face Image Database PF01, 2001; PAL Database (Minear and Park, 2004)]. Photographs were adjusted to match in size and background. Half of the faces were Asian, and the other half were Caucasian, and both sets contained an equal number of female and male faces. Each face subtended ~4.8° x 6.6° visual angle and was presented on a light gray background at the center of the screen. Stimuli were presented using Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA).

**Experimental task**

The basic experimental design is illustrated in Figure 1. The experiment consisted of 16 experimental blocks. In each block, participants performed a Go/No-Go task (Task 1) followed by an evaluation task (Task 2). In the Go/No-Go
In the subsequent evaluation task, participants were required to rate the trustworthiness of the same 10 faces viewed during the previous Go/No-Go task on a 4-points scale from 1 (‘not trustworthy’) to 4 (‘very trustworthy’) by pressing the corresponding button on the button box with the index or middle finger of the left or right hand. They were asked to respond as quickly as possible, using a ‘gut feeling’. Faces appeared for 300 ms, followed by a 2700-ms response window and a 2–16-s random ISI. The durations for the ISIs used in Tasks 1 and 2 were drawn from a logarithmic distribution that was skewed toward the shorter intervals (50% 2–6 s, 25% 6–10 s, 25% 10–16 s). These had the advantages of shortening the overall trial durations, whilst enabling the individuation of hemodynamic responses to individual faces and maintaining a constant level of temporal expectation (see Nobre et al., 2004 for a similar approach).

The designated Go faces were Asian in half of the blocks and Caucasian in the other half, with order counterbalanced across participants. Each face was only shown once in each task and was never repeated across blocks. Face stimuli were counterbalanced across participants according to their status (Go/No-Go).

Participants received written instructions and a practice session before they entered the scanner, in order to become
familiar with the task requirements. Prior to each task, instructions appeared reminding participants of the task to be performed.

Behavioral analysis
For the Go/No-Go task, reaction times (RTs) and the percentage of hits to Go faces were measured. Trials with response errors (i.e., failures to respond on Go trials, or False Alarms on No-Go trials) were excluded. Trials where RTs exceed ±3 SD were also excluded. For the evaluation task, a t-test was carried out to compare the mean trustworthiness ratings to previous Go and No-Go stimuli.

Image acquisition
Imaging was performed using a Siemens Trio 3T scanner equipped with an 8-channel head coil. Visual stimuli were projected onto a translucent screen at the rear bore of the magnet. Participants viewed the screen via an angled mirror and responded using an MRI-compatible button box. Functional images were obtained with a single-shot T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR = 30 ms, TE = 3 s, flip angle = 87°, matrix = 64 × 64; FOV = 192 mm; voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm³). Forty-five contiguous transversal slices covered the whole brain. The task was conducted in one run consisting of 1044 volumes (~52.3 min). The first 4 images were discarded to avoid T1 equilibrium effects. In addition, a structural image was acquired for each participant, using a high-resolution T1-weighted sequence (MP RAGE pulse sequence; TR = 2040 ms, TE = 4.7 ms; flip angle = 8°; orientation of slice = transversal; slice thickness = 1 mm; FOV = 192 mm; voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm³).

Image processing and analysis
Data were analyzed using SPM5 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). After the deletion of the first four volumes, images were corrected for slice timing, and subsequently realigned and unwarped to correct for movement artifacts. High-resolution anatomical T1 images were coregistered with the realigned functional images, and structural and functional images were spatially normalized into a standardized anatomical framework [Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)-space] using the default EPI template provided in SPM5. Functional images were spatially smoothed using a 7-mm Gaussian kernel.

Statistical analyses were conducted based upon the General Linear Model of SPM5. Our predictions, following previous behavioral and electrophysiological findings (Fenske et al., 2005; Kiss et al., 2008), are based on testing the brain areas modulated in relation to devaluation of stimuli associated with response inhibition. Accordingly, the analysis concentrated on differentiating brain activations to No-Go faces subsequently rated as low (1 or 2) or high (3 or 4) in trustworthiness. For each task, we separated trials according to the No-Go vs. Go status of the face and to its low vs. high rating, leading to four trial types: No-Go-Low-Trust, No-Go-High-Trust, Go-Low-Trust or Go-High-Trust trials.

Instruction screens and response errors (i.e., failures to respond on Go trials or False Alarms on No-Go trials) were modeled in each task as effects of no interest. Initially, first-level single-subject contrasts were carried out separately for Tasks 1 and 2. Events were modeled using canonical hemodynamic response functions (HRFs) together with their temporal derivatives. Individual t-contrasts were generated for each individual participant and then entered into a second-level group analysis (random-effect analysis), in which a one-sample t-test was conducted at the whole-brain level.

Because we had a priori hypotheses about the response inhibition- and affective-related regions mediating the distractor devaluation effect, analyses focused on regions of interest (ROIs) defined from coordinates reported in previous studies, and used a small-volume correction (SVC) approach with a corrected significance threshold of $P < 0.05$. Mean amplitudes were extracted from ROIs using MarsBaR (Brett et al., 2002) (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/).

Specifically, for the Go/No-Go task, we predicted that No-Go-Low-Trust faces vs. No-Go-High-Trust faces would be associated with higher activations in frontal regions involved in response inhibition (Kiss et al., 2008). Accordingly, we performed ROI analyzes based on frontal areas defined from a recent meta-analysis study of Go/No-Go tasks (Simmonds et al., 2008; see Supplementary Table 1 for a list of ROIs coordinates). Spheres were centered within 5-mm-diameter of the previously reported coordinates after their transformation from Talairach space into MNI space (tal2mni algorithm; Matthew Brett, http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/MniTalairach).

In addition, building on findings for the involvement of the OFC in inhibitory control and affective value representation, we specifically asked if this region plays a critical role in the emotional–devaluation effect. Coordinates were derived from a previous study by Nobre et al. (1999), in which OFC activations were associated with inhibition of inappropriate automatic response tendencies (see Supplementary Table 2). Because of the proximity of the OFC ROI to the cortical surface, box-shaped ROIs (5 mm-width) were used for this area, which enabled to respect the anatomical boundaries of the OFC.

To ensure that variations in inhibitory processes actually affected subsequent emotional ratings regardless of the stimulus content, the differential activations to Go-Low-Trust vs. Go-High-Trust faces were also analyzed. If the greater activation of brain regions that mediate response inhibition during the Go/No-Go task is responsible for subsequent low affective ratings, as opposed to specific characteristics of the face stimuli themselves, then these differential responses should be present only for No-Go stimuli but not for Go stimuli.
In the evaluation task, our prediction of differential amygdala activations for No-Go-Low-Trust faces (relative to No-Go-High-Trust faces) was tested using 5 mm-spheres ROIs in the amygdala, defined based on two previous studies where the trustworthiness evaluation of faces was investigated (Winston et al., 2002: −16, −3, −24 and 18, 1, −28; Engell et al., 2007: −16, −5, −23 and 24, 0, −21).

Next, in order to identify other voxels in the brain that showed greater BOLD responses to No-Go-Low-Trust stimuli relative to No-Go-High-Trust stimuli during the evaluation task, and about which we did not have any a priori hypothesis, we conducted a whole-brain analysis at a threshold of $P < 0.05$ (FDR corrected).

Finally, we addressed the role of the OFC in mediating the emotional devaluation of previously inhibited faces, by testing whether increases in OFC activation to No-Go-Low-Trust stimuli also occurred during the evaluation task.

To confirm that the emotional devaluation effect was directly linked to prior variations in inhibitory processes during Task 1, and not simply due to different affective judgments of faces during Task-2 ratings, differences in activation between Go-Low-Trust vs. Go-High-Trust trials during Task 2 were also analyzed.

To characterize the pattern of differential activity across the contrasts for No-Go and Go stimuli in the hypothesis-driven ROIs, in both Task 1 and Task 2, we tested the interaction between response (No-Go vs. Go) and trustworthiness ratings (Low vs. High) by examining the contrast [(No-Go-Low-Trust > No-Go-High-Trust) > (Go-Low-Trust > Go-High-Trust)].

In order to test for a functional link between inhibitory control-related activity during the Go/No-Go task and emotion-related areas during the evaluation task in mediating subsequent emotional behavior, we (i) tested the correlation between motor-related and OFC activity during Task 1 with emotion-related areas (amygdala and OFC) during Task 2, and (ii) the correlation between behavior (affective ratings to faces) and the brain areas recruited during Task 1 and Task 2. The correlational analysis (Pearson’s $r$) was conducted using the effect size for each ROI.

**RESULTS**

**Behavioral results**

Performance on the Go/No-Go task was highly accurate (Go trial mean RT (±SD) = 550 ± 18 ms, correct detections = 97%, false alarms = 6%). The mean trustworthiness ratings are displayed in Figure 1. Previous No-Go faces were rated as significantly less trustworthy than previous Go faces ($t_{11} = 2.405, P = 0.035$), thus confirming that response inhibition affected subsequent emotional responses.

**fMRI results**

**Go/No-Go task**

Analysis of frontal ROIs associated with response inhibition (Simmonds et al., 2008) revealed that there was a marginally significant interaction between response (No-Go vs. Go) and rating (Low vs. High) [(No-Go-Low-Trust > No-Go-High-Trust) > (Go-Low-Trust > Go-High-Trust) contrast] ($t = 2.69, P = 0.08$), with a significant simple contrast for No-Go faces (No-Go-Low-Trust vs. No-Go-High-Trust) in the left middle frontal gyrus (MFG) (peak coordinate: −33, 6, 42; $t = 4.14, P = 0.016$; Figure 2). There was no significant activation in this ROI when Go-Low-Trust vs. Go-High-Trust trials were compared. No significant activations were found within the other frontal ROIs.

Analysis of the OFC ROI showed a significant interaction response x rating ($t = 2.15, P = 0.021$) that was accompanied by a significant simple contrast No-Go-Low-Trust vs. No-Go-High-Trust in the right lateral OFC (peak coordinate 36, 54, −15; $t = 2.05, P = 0.033$, Figure 3). Activation in this ROI was not significant for the contrast Go-Low-Trust vs. Go-High-Trust.

**Evaluation task**

We first examined the role of the amygdala in the emotional devaluation effect for No-Go faces, given that previous studies have shown its critical involvement during evaluation of face trustworthiness (Winston et al., 2002; Engell et al., 2007). The interaction contrast response x rating yielded a non-significant activation in the right amygdala ROI ($t = 2.06, P = 0.352$), which reached significance when the simple contrast for No-Go stimuli was examined (peak coordinate 24, 0, −15; $t = 4.97, P = 0.001$, Figure 4), revealing a larger activation in the right amygdala to No-Go-Low-Trust faces (3.28 ± 2.06 SD) relative to No-Go-High-Trust faces (1.70 ± 2.06 SD). However, there was no significant activation in this ROI when Go-Low-Trust faces (2.13 ± 2.22 SD) vs. Go-High-Trust faces (1.20 ± 1.82 SD) were compared ($P = 0.19$).

The whole-brain analysis showed No-Go-Low-Trust faces to be associated with greater activation than No-Go-High-Trust faces of premotor areas (precentral gyrus and supplementary motor area in the right hemisphere), somatosensory areas (right post-central gyrus and insula), and subcortical areas including right putamen, right thalamus, and left cerebellum (Table 1). A significant activation was also found in the right amygdala (x, y, z = 27, 3, −21), as suggested by the significant activations associated with affectively devaluated faces revealed by our ROI analysis in this area.

A whole-brain analysis comparing Go-Low-Trust faces vs. Go-High-Trust faces only showed significant activations in the right precentral gyrus and left cerebellum (Table 2).

Finally, we analyzed the role of the OFC in the emotional devaluation effect. Our results showed that the activation in the right lateral OFC observed in Task 1 and related to subsequent emotional devaluation of No-Go faces, was significantly activated during Task 2, as revealed by a significant interaction response x rating ($t = 1.90, P = 0.035$) together with a significant simple contrast for No-Go stimuli (No-Go-Low-Trust vs. No-Go-High-Trust) (activation...
peak at coordinates 39, 51, -12; $t = 2.33$, $P = 0.020$, Figure 3). This activation was not significant when Go-Low-Trust vs. Go-High-Trust stimuli were compared.

### Relationship between activations in the Go/No-Go and evaluation task: correlation analysis

The correlation analyzes showed that (i) activation in motor inhibition-related areas (left MFG) to No-Go-Low-Trust faces (relative to No-Go-High-trust faces) significantly correlated with activation in right OFC during Task 1 ($r = 0.81$, $P = 0.001$), (ii) activity in OFC during Task 1 was coupled with activity in amygdala during Task 2 ($r = 0.51; P = 0.046$), (iii) activity in OFC during Task 2 to No-Go-Low-Trust faces (relative to No-Go-High-trust faces) significantly correlated with amygdala activation in Task 2 ($r = 0.50$, $P = 0.048$), and (iv) OFC activation and MFG activity

---

**Fig. 2** Go/No-Go task: Prefrontal activity related to emotional devaluation of No-Go faces. (A) Activity in the left middle frontal gyrus (MFG) was larger for No-Go faces that were later rated as less trustworthy (No-Go-Low-Trust: ratings 1–2) relative to No-Go faces rated more positively (No-Go-High-Trust: ratings 3–4) ($P < 0.05$, small-volume-corrected). (B) Location of the ROI. The color scale represents $t$-values.

**Fig. 3** OFC activity related to emotional devaluation of No-Go faces. (A) During the Go/No-Go task, activity in the right lateral OFC was significantly larger for No-Go faces that were later rated as less trustworthy (No-Go-Low-Trust: ratings 1–2) relative to No-Go faces rated more positively (No-Go-High-Trust: ratings 3–4) ($P < 0.05$, small-volume-corrected). (B) The activation in this region persisted during the evaluation task, with higher responses to No-Go faces with lower emotional ratings relative to No-Go faces rated more positively ($P < 0.05$, small-volume-corrected). The location of the ROIs in each task is shown in the bottom images. The color scale represents $t$-values.
during Task 1 correlated with lower ratings of No-Go faces relative to Go faces in Task 2 (OFC: \( r = 0.57, P = 0.025 \); MFG: \( r = 0.58, P = 0.025 \)).

**DISCUSSION**

The aim of the present study was to investigate the underlying neural substrate linking inhibitory processes to affective responses. Our first prediction was that if inhibitory control mechanisms modulate social-emotion appraisal, then inhibition of a motor response associated with No-Go faces in a Go/No-Go task should directly affect the subsequent affective evaluation of these faces. As expected, we found that previous No-Go stimuli were rated more negatively relative to previous Go stimuli (\( P < 0.05 \), small-volume-corrected). This pattern of results is consistent with previous behavioral findings by Fenske et al. (2005), Veling et al. (2008) and Kiss et al. (2008), who observed emotional devaluation effects as a consequence of response inhibition using similar tasks.

**Modulation of motor inhibition during the Go/No-Go task related to subsequent devaluation**

Our second prediction was that affective devaluation of No-Go faces is mediated by a differential activation of frontal areas involved in motor inhibition. We compared brain activations in response to No-Go and Go faces during the Go/No-Go task separately as a function of their emotional ratings in a subsequent evaluation task. The interaction between response (No-Go vs. Go) and rating (Low vs. High) yielded a marginally significant activation in the left middle frontal gyrus, which points to a trend that the differential activity in frontal areas involved in motor inhibition for subsequently devaluated faces is larger for No-Go relative to Go stimuli. Importantly, decomposing the interaction into simple effects confirmed the differential activity in the MFG between faces with lower emotional ratings vs. those with higher emotional ratings to be significant only for No-Go faces. This pattern of results provides further support for a specific enhancement of No-Go inhibition-related activity to faces subsequently rated low in trustworthiness.
Table 1. Regions activated at whole-brain analysis in the contrast No-Go-Low-Trust faces minus No-Go-High-Trust faces in the evaluation task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>MNI coordinates (x, y, z)</th>
<th>Z peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R amygdala</td>
<td>27, 3, −21</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R supplementary motor area (SMA)</td>
<td>6, −3, 54</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R middle cingulate</td>
<td>9, −12, 45</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R precentral gyrus</td>
<td>45, −18, 54</td>
<td>5.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R precentral gyrus/insula</td>
<td>48, 3, 12</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R transverse temporal gyrus (Rolandic operculum)</td>
<td>45, −21, 63</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R post-central gyrus</td>
<td>39, −39, 60</td>
<td>4.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R post-central gyrus/insula</td>
<td>51, −15, 15</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R insula</td>
<td>36, −18, 6</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R superior parietal lobe</td>
<td>27, −60, 30</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R transverse temporal gyrus (Rolandic operculum)</td>
<td>21, −51, 75</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R putamen</td>
<td>63, −12, 12</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R claustrum/putamen</td>
<td>27, 0, 12</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R thalamus</td>
<td>12, −18, 6</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L cerebellum anterior lobe</td>
<td>−21, −48, −30</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L cerebellum posterior lobe</td>
<td>−9, −51, −21</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Threshold P < 0.05 (FDR corrected for multiple comparisons for the whole brain). R, right; L, left.

Table 2. Regions activated at whole-brain analysis in the contrast Go-Low-Trust faces minus Go-High-Trust faces in the evaluation task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>MNI coordinates (x, y, z)</th>
<th>Z peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R precentral gyrus</td>
<td>33, −21, 57</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R precentral gyrus</td>
<td>33, −24, 66</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R precentral gyrus</td>
<td>24, −21, 75</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L cerebellum</td>
<td>−24, −54, −21</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L cerebellum</td>
<td>−12, −48, −24</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L cerebellum</td>
<td>−21, −36, −27</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Threshold P < 0.05 (FDR corrected for multiple comparisons for the whole brain). R, right; L, left.

The focus of activation at the MFG associated with No-Go faces is consistent with findings demonstrating the involvement of the prefrontal cortex in response inhibition (Sasaki et al., 1989, 1993; Liddle et al., 2001; Rubia et al., 2001; Watanabe et al., 2002; Picton et al., 2007; Simmonds et al., 2008). In particular, engagement of the left MFG is consistent with previous reports of activation in this region associated with motor inhibition during Go/No-Go tasks (Liddle et al., 2001; Rubia et al., 2001; Simmonds et al., 2008). The activation of the left lateral prefrontal cortex is consistent with its role in mediating executive control processes necessary to perform inhibition tasks (Rubia et al., 2001; see also Mostofsky and Simmonds, 2008), and supports our hypothesis that the affective devaluation of stimuli associated with motor inhibition is mediated by prefrontal areas involved in top-down inhibitory processes.

A recent proposal by Pessoa (2008) is consistent with our finding of a systematic covariation between brain activation patterns related to inhibitory motor control and subsequent emotional judgments. He suggested that lateral prefrontal cortex signals involved in inhibitory processes reflect both cognitive and affective information, proposing an important role for this area in the integration of cognitive and emotional information for guiding action. Based on previous evidence as to how the brain codes value in order to guide behavior, we suggest that inhibitory signals are encoded with the representation of faces (Raymond et al., 2003; Fenske et al., 2004; Raymond et al., 2005), and are used to reduce the value code associated with those faces, resulting in their emotional devaluation when reencountered (Raymond, 2009). Support for this hypothesis is derived from the correlation that is seen between activity in the MFG to No-Go faces during the Go/No-Go phase of the task and the degree of behavioral affective devaluation, consistent with the proposal that direct links exist between motor control mechanisms and emotional responses.

**Modulation of limbic activity to No-Go stimuli during the evaluation task**

Our third prediction was that if inhibitory control mechanisms modulate affective appraisal of stimuli, No-Go faces with lower trustworthiness ratings should be associated with a differential activation in areas involved in evaluation of trustworthiness of faces, such as the amygdala (Winston et al., 2002; Engell et al., 2007; see Todorov 2008 for a review) during the subsequent evaluation task. Examining the interaction between response and ratings revealed a non-significant activation in the right amygdala. Analysis of simple contrasts enabled us to observe that, in line with our predictions, a significant larger activation in the right amygdala was present to affectively devaluated No-Go faces (relative to No-Go faces rated more positively). The different level of amygdala activity to faces rated low vs. high in trustworthiness was not, however, significant for previous Go faces. Overall, the activity pattern in the amygdala indicates that, as expected, much of the variance in its activation levels could be attributed to trustworthiness ratings. Previous research has consistently demonstrated its important role in complex social judgments including trustworthiness (Adolphs et al., 1998; Winston et al., 2002; Adolphs et al., 2003; Engell et al., 2007). Adolphs et al. (1998) showed that patients with bilateral amygdala damage were impaired in discriminating between trustworthy and untrustworthy-looking faces. The critical involvement of amygdala in decisions on trustworthiness has been confirmed by accumulating evidence of larger responses in the amygdala to untrustworthy faces as compared with trustworthy faces (Winston et al., 2002; Engell et al., 2007; for a review see Todorov, 2008). Moreover, the right-lateralized response in the amygdala in our study is in line with previous reports of larger responses.
in the right amygdala for untrustworthy faces (Todorov, 2008).

Finally, we noted modulation of activity in other brain areas during the evaluation of previously inhibited faces. Other areas differentially modulated for No-Go-Low-Trust stimuli vs. No-Go-High-Trust stimuli included motor-related regions and somatosensory areas (right post-central gyrus and insula), as well as subcortical regions such as right thalamus and left cerebellum. These activations coincide with areas previously linked to social-emotional evaluation of stimuli (Adolphs, 2002, 2003; Winston et al., 2002; Cunningham and Zelazo, 2007). For instance, it has been proposed that the somatosensory cortex, by coding visceral bodily changes, enables a representation of the current autonomic state and, consequently, the perception of one’s own emotional response to stimuli (Damasio, 1999; Adolphs, 2002; Cunningham and Zelazo, 2007). Consistent with the present results, Winston et al. (2002), in an fMRI study investigating the neural substrate mediating trustworthiness judgments, found larger activations in bilateral amygdala and right insula to untrustworthy vs. trustworthy faces, proposing a role for the insula in mapping the autonomic bodily changes produced as a consequence of amygdala activation. The present findings confirm our third prediction that the affective devaluation effect of faces previously associated with inhibition of a motor response is mediated by brain areas known to be involved in face-related social–emotional judgments.

Modulation of OFC activity during the Go/No-Go task related to subsequent devaluation persists during the evaluation task

Finally, we specifically interrogated the role of OFC in allowing variations in inhibitory control at one point in time to impact selectively on emotional responses later on. We predicted that if a differential OFC activation to subsequently devalued No-Go faces is present during the Go/No-Go phase of the task and represents a means of coding and storing value for a specific face, then this orbitofrontal activity should also be present during the evaluation task, when faces are reencountered and an explicit emotional judgment was required. Indeed, we found a significant interaction response x rating in the right lateral OFC during Task 1, which persisted to Task 2. This was further qualified by simple effects tests showing that the differential level of activity in the right lateral OFC to affectively devaluated faces was significant for No-Go faces, but not for Go faces, during both Task 1 and Task 2. These findings strongly support the proposed role of the OFC in linking inhibitory to emotional processes.

The focus of activation in the right lateral OFC is close to that seen in studies requiring inhibition of inappropriate responses (see Elliott et al., 2000, for a review), including Go/No-Go tasks (Horn et al., 2003), spatial and temporal orienting tasks using invalid cues (Nobre et al., 1999), and delayed non-matched to sample (Elliott and Dolan, 1999). Furthermore, the involvement of the lateral OFC in making choices on the basis of response suppression (Elliott et al., 2000) has been reported for emotional behavior (Blair et al., 1999; O’Doherty et al., 2001; Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004). It has been proposed that the engagement of the lateral OFC in response inhibition reflects the involvement in complex operations linked to behavioral flexibility and decision-making (Kringelbach, 2005).

The differential response to affectively devalued No-Go faces during Task 1, which was significantly larger than that observed for Go stimuli and persisted to Task 2, is consistent with the proposal that variations in executive processes mediating suppression of inappropriate responses covary with low emotional ratings during subsequent affective evaluations. Additional support for this proposal comes from the correlation analysis, which revealed that the OFC activity to No-Go faces during the Go/No-Go task correlated with the differential activation in motor inhibition-related regions (lateral prefrontal cortex) to subsequently devaluated No-Go faces and with the behavioral affective devaluation effect. These results thus provide strong support for the hypothesis that devaluation is coded at the time of inhibition and remains accessible at least until the rating period, where it manifests as a low rating score.

The pattern of activations observed during the evaluation task revealed that the larger activation of the OFC to No-Go-Low-Trust (compared to No-Go-High-Trust) stimuli was associated with higher responses in the amygdala. This is consistent with evidence showing reciprocal connections between these areas and their interactive role in decision-making and emotion (Elliott et al., 2000; Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004). Critically, we found that differential activation in the amygdala to No-Go faces rated low vs. high in trustworthiness correlated with differential activity in the OFC during the Go/No-Go task. This indicates that the interaction between OFC and amygdala mediates, at least partially, the effect of top-down inhibition on affective responses to faces.

Taken together, the present results provide evidence demonstrating that variations in inhibitory processes during Task 1 in areas mediating executive control and response suppression (lateral prefrontal cortex) as well as areas known to be involved in affective responses and value representation (OFC), systematically covary with subsequent behavioral measures of emotional evaluation and with a differential activation of brain regions involved in emotional responses to faces (i.e. amygdala) during Task 2. Several implications could be proposed from this pattern of results: (i) BOLD signal in frontal regions during Task 1 reflects the social-emotional judgments of faces that subjects are likely to make later on during Task 2, and (ii) it is consistent with the hypothesis that the emotional devaluation effect of visual stimuli previously submitted to inhibitory control is mediated by the reinstatement of value signals (reflected
by the reactivation of OFC) encoded with the representation of these stimuli when reencountered. These value signals would be thus available to the affective mechanisms that control explicit rating behavior (i.e. amygdala), leading thus to more negative emotional judgments.

Although previous fMRI studies have reported that response inhibition is modulated by the emotional significance of stimuli (Hare et al., 2005; Shafritz et al., 2006; Goldstein et al., 2007), this is the first study, to our knowledge, showing that top-down inhibitory motor control mechanisms actually have affective ‘consequences’ providing evidence for a reciprocal relationship between response-induced top-down inhibitory control and subsequent emotional processes.

Based on these findings and those of earlier studies showing emotional devaluation effects as a result of attentional inhibition of distractors during target selection (Fenske et al., 2004, 2005; Raymond et al., 2005; Kiss et al., 2007; Goolsby et al., 2009a,b), we propose that emotional devaluation reflects a general mechanism whereby top-down inhibitory processes, including attentional suppression and response inhibition, give rise to emotional consequences for the purpose of regulating goal-directed behavior.
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